
Simon W. Baker   B.Ed  MBA  MISPAL
                                                                                           Chief Executive

LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE AGENDA

Date: Wednesday, 26 June 2019

Time: 10.00 am

Venue: The Council Chamber, Moorlands House, Stockwell Street, Leek

MEMBERSHIP: - Councillors L. Lea, B. Johnson and L. Swindlehurst  

- Members unable to attend should arrange a substitute and 
then inform Democratic Services prior to the meeting (see 
list at end of agenda).

- Members should also arrange a substitute if the application 
is within their Ward or have an interest to declare.

NOTE: Procedure enclosed as Appendix A

Contact Officer: Mr M Towers, Senior Officer (Housing, Public Health and Licensing) 
01538 395400 ext 4400

18 June 2019 

PART 1
1. Appointment of Chair (if required) 

2. Apologies 

3. Urgent items of business, if any 

4. Declarations of interest, if any 

5. Rules of procedure (Pages 3 - 6)

6. Application for the variation of a Premises Licence for Hotel Rudyard, Rudyard, 
Staffordshire, ST13 8RN (Pages 7 - 60)

SIMON BAKER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Membership of Licensing Sub-Committee 

Councillor Linda Lea, Councillor Brian Johnson, Councillor Lyn Swindlehurst
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1

HEARING BEFORE THE LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE OF STAFFORDSHIRE 
MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

APPLICATION FOR A LICENCE UNDER THE LICENSING ACT 2003

ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS

1. The Chairman will lead the hearing procedure.  The Chairman will introduce the 
Sub-committee members and ask parties to introduce themselves.  S/he will 
explain that this is the procedure the Sub-Committee will be following and check 
that all parties have a copy of the papers.  

2. Members of the Sub-Committee will indicate if they have any interests to declare 
in accordance with the Localism Act 2011.

3. The Sub-Committee will consider any request made by any party for permission 
for another person to speak at the hearing. 

4. The Licensing Officer/Manager, will inform members of any new matters, if any, 
arising.

5. The applicant may then ask the Officer questions relating to the report or new 
matters arising, followed by the Objector(s) and then Sub-Committee members.(1) 

6. Any objector(s) to the application may make a statement in support of their 
objection

7. The applicant may then ask the objector(s) questions, followed by the Licensing 
Officer/Manager and then Sub-Committee members.

8. The applicant may make a statement in support of their application. 

9. The objector(s) may then ask the applicant questions, followed by the Licensing 
Officer/Manager and then Sub-Committee members.

10. The Licensing Officer/Manager may make a final statement; the objector(s) make 
a final statement and the applicant makes a final statement. (2)

11. The legal officer present will give any legal advice required if not already 
contained within the committee report.

12. The Sub-Committee will retire with the legal officer or the parties will be asked to 
wait outside while the Sub-committee consider their decision. If the decision is 
likely to take some time to determine parties will be discharged and informed of 
the decision by e-mail or post.  

13. Reasons for the decision will be given and provided to the parties in writing within 
5 workings days of the hearing together with any rights of appeal against the 
decision.

(1) Questions must be limited to questions relevant to the application and the four licensing objectives. 

(2) Note: no new matters or evidence may be introduced in final statements
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OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 

This procedure note is designed for Licensing Sub-Committee hearings relating to 
applications made under the Licensing Act 2003.

Hearings will take place for all applications where an objection has been made to an 
application, this could be a grant or a variation.  This person is referred to as the applicant.  
Reference to an applicant or objector includes their representative if they have one.  

Parties may have assistance from another person or a representative at the hearing who 
may or may not be legally qualified.  All parties must give the Council at least 5 working 
days notice in writing of whether(3):

 they or their representative intends to come to the hearing
 they are making a request for permission to bring any other person to speak at the 

hearing, or
 they consider that a hearing is unnecessary.

Any additional material, evidence or papers, to be introduced by any party must be sent to 
the licensing section in advance of the hearing.  Material produced at the hearing will only 
be allowed with the consent of all the parties.

All parties must read all the papers before the hearing takes place.

Parties should present themselves to reception at the designated meeting place at least 15 
minutes before the hearing and ask for the licensing officer.  If there is more than one 
hearing parties may have to wait to be heard and are thanked for their patience in advance.

The Sub-Committee may proceed in the absence of any party on a failure to attend unless 
it considers it to be in the public interest to adjourn to a specified date and if it does proceed 
will take into account any written information that has already been presented.  

Hearings will be open to the public unless they are considered to be exempt in accord with 
regulation 14(2) of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005.  .

Although there are no rules on how long any party can speak for, parties will be stopped 
from speaking if they are being repetitive or raising matters irrelevant to the matter at hand.  
The sub-committee will only be interested in hearing about the matters which the police or 
other objectors have made representation about (as set out in the report to the Sub-
Committee) and they will not consider those parts of the application which are not disputed.  

Equally the sub-committee can only hear representations which are relevant to the licensing 
objectives – i.e. issues related to crime and disorder, public safety, public nuisance and the 
protection of children, a point is best made if it is made concisely and directly.

If any party has been given notice under Regulation 7(1)(d) of the Licensing Act 2003 
(Hearings) Regulations by the Council that clarification on any particular point is wanted 
then that party may give that further information in support of their application, 
representations or notice (as applicable). 

(3) Note that in the case of a hearing under s.48 (3) (cancellation of interim authority notice following police objection or 
s.105(2)(a) (counter notice following police objection to a TEN) the notice period is 1 working day.
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If there is more than one objector making the same or similar points they will be asked to 
appoint a spokesperson to speak on their behalf to prevent repetition.

In order to ensure that all parties receive a fair hearing, this procedure may be waived, 
altered or modified by the Sub-Committee only provided the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) 
Regulations 2005 can still be complied with.

If any party has any special needs regarding access, hearing or vision, this should be 
brought to the Licensing Officers attention prior to the hearing in order that appropriate 
provision may be made in advance if required.
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report to Licensing Sub-Committee

26 June 2019

Attached documents

Appendix 1 – Copy of the application form and plans.
Appendix 2 – Copy of the current premises licence
Appendix 3 – Copy of an e-mail from Mr G Cross.
Appendix 4 – Plan to define the usage of the areas of the premises.
Appendix 5 – E-mail from Environmental Health.
Appendix 6 – Relevant representation from Environmental Health    

Department.
Appendix 7 – Relevant representations from interested parties.
Appendix 8 – Map to show the proximity of objectors to the premises.

Recommendations

1.1 That members determine the application for the Variation of a 
Premises Licence in respect of Hotel Rudyard, Lake Road, Rudyard, 
Staffordshire Moorlands, ST13 8RN within the provisions of the 
Licensing Act 2003. 

Executive Summary  

2.1 An application was received on 02 May 2019 from Mr Glyn Cross, 
Trent Licensing on behalf of Childerplay Ltd, for a variation of the 
current premises licence in respect of Hotel Rudyard, Lake Road, 
Rudyard, Staffordshire, ST13 8RN. During the consultation period a 

TITLE: Application for the Variation of a Premises 
Licence for Hotel Rudyard, Lake Road, 
Rudyard, Staffordshire, ST13 8RN.

PORTFOLIO: Environment

OFFICER: Mike Towers, Senior Officer (Housing, Public 
Health & Licensing

WARD:              Horton
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relevant representation was received from the Environment Health 
Department at Staffordshire Moorlands District Council, a 
representation from Horton Parish Council and five representations 
from interested parties. Therefore, the application is required to be 
determined by the Licensing Sub-Committee.

Background:

2.2   An application was received on 02 May 2019 from Mr Glyn Cross, 
Trent Licensing, on behalf of Childerplay Ltd, Bank House, Market 
Square, Congleton, Cheshire, CW12 1ET for the variation of a 
premises licence in respect of Hotel Rudyard, Lake Road, Rudyard, 
Staffordshire, ST13 8RN. This application is to include the outside 
area and existing garden within the licensable area and to include an 
outside bar and servery within the location. A copy of the application 
and plans defining the proposed licensable area and the location of 
the proposed bar is attached at Appendix 1.

 2.3 The premises currently holds a premises licence which permits the 
following licensable activities:-

 Performance of live music (Ballroom only), recorded music , 
entertainment similar to live and recorded music (indoors 
and outdoors):-
Every day: - 10:00 – 02:00

 Sale of alcohol (for consumption on and off the premises):-
Every day: - 10:00 – 02:00

 Late Night Refreshment (indoors & outdoors):-
Every day: - 23:00 – 02:00

The permitted opening times of the premises are:-

 Every day:- 07:30 – 02:30

A copy of the current premises licence is attached at Appendix 2.

2.4 In accordance with the requirements of the Licensing Act 2003 
consultation on this application was conducted between 03 May 
2019 and 30 May 2019 by the displaying of a public notice on the 
premises and in a local newspaper namely the Leek Post and 
Times (15 May 2019) giving details of the application. A copy of the 
application was also displayed on the Staffordshire Moorlands 
District Council’s webpage.
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2.5 On 21 May 2019 Mr Denis Colgan, Environmental Health Officer at 
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council attended the premises and 
raised concerns with Mr Glyn Cross, the applicant’s agent with 
regards to the outside areas forming part of the licensed premises 
(the outside area is currently used for consumption of food and 
alcohol only).This was due to the Live Music Act 2012 and the 
further deregulatory changes (April 2015) that amended the 
Licensing Act 2003 to state:-

“Live music: no licence permission is required for:
a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on 
any day on premises authorised to sell alcohol for consumption on 
those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500”.

Recorded Music: no licence permission is required for: 
any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any 
day on premises authorised to sell alcohol for consumption on 
those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500”.

2.6 On 21 May 2019 following the site visit, Mr Glyn Cross sent an e-
mail to Mr Denis Colgan with proposed additional conditions to 
promote the licensing objectives and a proposal to amend condition 
15 on the current premises licence to state “The Designated 
Premises Supervisor shall not permit the use of the beer garden 
after 23:00 hours on any day”. The condition currently attached to 
the premises licence states “23:30”. A copy of this e-mail is 
attached at Appendix 3.

2.7 Further to the site visit by Mr Colgan, the Licensing Authority 
contacted Mr Cross to clarify on the plan the area he was referring 
to as the beer garden and the intended use of the areas relating to 
the premises. This was received on 28 May 2019 and a copy of this 
is attached at Appendix 4.

2.8 On 27 May 2019 the Licensing Authority received a response from 
the Environmental Health Department to the e-mail from Mr Glyn 
Cross. A copy of this is attached at Appendix 5.

2.9   On 29 May 2019 the Environmental Health Department submitted a 
relevant representation to the application, as they could not be 
satisfied that if the proposed outside area formed part of the 
licensed premises then due to the de-regulation, regulated 
entertainment would be permitted and any proposed conditions by 
the applicant would not be enforceable between the hours of 08:00 
and 23:00 hours. A copy of this representation is attached at 
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Appendix 6.

Relevant Representations

2.10 Responsible Authorities

Environmental Health Officer – Objection received
Planning Officer – None received
Health and Safety Authority – None received
Child Protection Body – None received
Staffordshire County Council Trading Standards - None received
Home Office Immigration – None received
Staffordshire Public Health - None received
Staffordshire Police – None received.
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue Service – None received. 
Home Office Alcohol Licensing Team – None received.

2.11  Other Persons

During the consultation period a representation was received from 
Mrs Susan Clulow on behalf of Horton Parish Council and five 
representations from local residents. Copies of these 
representations are attached at Appendix 7.

2.12  A map showing the proximity of the objectors to the premises is 
attached at Appendix 8.

2.13 The committee are advised that the relevant points of the 
representations are based around a bar being situated in the 
outside area which may lead to noise disturbance, light pollution 
and anti-social behaviour. The Licensing Act 2003 does not permit 
the Licensing Sub-Committee to consider the potential for house 
prices to be affected or that the premises is located within a 
conservation area as the latter is a consideration within Planning 
legislation.

2.14 When determining if a representation is relevant, consideration is 
given to paragraph 9.9 of the Section 182 guidance:-

“It is recommended that, in borderline cases, the benefit of the 
doubt about any aspect of a representation should be given to the 
person making that representation. The subsequent hearing would 
then provide an opportunity for the person or body making the 
representation to amplify and clarify it”.
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2.15 A previous application to vary the premises licence in respect of 
Hotel Rudyard was received on 01 February 2017. This application 
was due to internal minor structural alterations to the premises and 
to extend the hours for the sale of alcohol until 02:00 hours and to 
include the outside area as part of the licensed premises. However, 
the application stipulated that any entertainment or sale of alcohol 
at an outside bar would cease at 23:30. 

2.16 During the consultation period the Environmental Health Officer at 
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council submitted a relevant 
representation to the Licensing Authority. A representation was also 
submitted by a local resident. 

2.17 Further to the representation being submitted by the Environmental 
Health Officer, the applicant requested to amend the application to 
remove the “marquee element of the application” and agreed to a 
condition restricting live music to the ballroom only. The following 
additional conditions were also agreed by the applicant and the 
Environmental Health Officer to be appended to the licence if 
deemed granted.

 No noise shall emanate from the premises nor vibration be 
transmitted through the structure of the premises that gives rise to a 
nuisance to the nearest residential properties.

 When regulated entertainment takes place the Designated 
Premises Supervisor or management shall undertake regular 
monitoring of noise levels at the nearest noise-sensitive locations. 
A record shall be kept of any monitoring, including the date, time 
and location of monitoring; the name of the monitor; and any action 
taken. Records shall be kept for no less than six months and shall 
be made available upon request by a Police Officer or an 
authorised officer of the Local District Council.

 All doors and windows should be kept closed after 22:00 hours 
when regulated entertainment is being provided except in the event 
of an emergency.

 Speakers shall not be located or operated in the entrance lobby or 
outside the premises.

 Notices to be displayed requesting patrons to disperse quietly from 
the premises.

2.18 Due to the application being amended to remove the “marquee 
area” and additional conditions being imposed to promote the 
licensing objective of the prevention of public nuisance the 
Environmental Health Officer and the local resident withdrew their 
representations.
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2.19   The plan submitted with this application did not clearly define the 
outside area that was applied for to be licensed. However, due to 
the above agreement, it is the understanding of the Premises 
Licence Holder, the Licensing Authority and the Environmental 
Health Department at Staffordshire Moorlands District Council that 
the outside area does not form part of the licensed premises.

Local Policy Consideration
 
2.20 In carrying out its duties under the Act, the Licensing Authority will 

actively promote the licensing objectives, namely: -

   The prevention of crime and disorder
   Public safety
   The prevention of public nuisance, and
   The protection of children from harm

2.21 The Licensing Authority will view each objective with equal 
importance and pay due regard to any guidance issued by the 
Secretary of State under section 182 of the Act and the local 
statement of licensing policy.

  2.22 The Licensing Authority has the ability to deviate from both the 
guidance issued by the Secretary of State and/or this statement of 
licensing policy where the facts of a case merit it. If such an 
occasion does arise then full reasons for such deviation will be given 
as part of the published decision.

2.23   The Sub-Committee must also have regard to all of the 
representations made and the evidence it hears.

2.24  The Sub-Committee must take such of the following steps, as it 
considers appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives:

(a) To modify the conditions of the licence;
(b) Reject the whole or part of the application;

and for this purpose the conditions of the licence are modified if 
any of them are altered or omitted or any new condition is added.

The Sub-Committee are asked to note that it may not modify the 
conditions or reject the whole or part of the application merely 
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because it considers it desirable to do so.  It must actually be 
appropriate in order to promote the licensing objectives.

The sub-committee are reminded that the premises currently 
holds a premise licence therefore, if the variation application is 
wholly rejected then the current premises licence is not affected.

2.25     The applicant or interested party have the right of appeal to the 
Magistrates Court within the period of 21 days beginning with the 
day on which the applicant and premises licence holder are 
notified in writing of the Licensing Sub-Committee’s decision.

Options and Analysis

There are no options to consider other than detailed in the 
report. Applications made within the Licensing Act 2003 
(Hearings) Regulations 2005.

Implications

3.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)

None

3.2 Employees

None

3.3 Equalities

This report has been prepared in accordance with the 
Council’s Diversity and Equalities Policies.

3.4 Financial Considerations

There are no direct financial implications for the authority 
from this application, although should Childerplay Ltd, or 
any of the interested parties exercise their right of appeal 
against any decision made by the Sub-Committee, then 
there would be additional costs incurred by the authority 
in defending the decision in court.

3.5 Legal

All parties have the right of appeal to the Magistrates 
Court.
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3.6 Sustainability.

None.

Alicia Patterson
Operations Manager – Environmental Health

Background Papers Location Contact

Staffordshire Moorlands District 
Council Licensing Policy:-
2016 - 2021
Amended Guidance issued under 
Section 182 of the LA2003 

Licensing Section Mike Towers
Senior Officer (Housing, 
Public Health & Licensing)
01538 395400 x4400
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